Background--A simple method to assess renal function is the estimated glomerular filtration rate, and it shows prognostic implications. However, it remains unknown which equation should be used in patients with acute coronary syndrome. We compared the ability and correlation of the Cockcroft-Gault, Modification of Diet in Renal Disease-4 (MDRD-4), and Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI) equations and their predictive performance for major adverse cardiovascular events, all-cause mortality, and major bleeding in a cohort of patients with acute coronary syndrome.
R enal disease, and particularly chronic kidney disease (CKD), is a frequent comorbidity in patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and is associated with worse shortand long-term clinical outcomes. 1, 2 For this reason, renal function should be properly assessed in all patients with ACS, to identify those with renal deterioration or at risk of deterioration and to guarantee the best management of these patients. 3 A simple way to assess renal function is using the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) equations, such as Cockcroft-Gault, Modification of Diet in Renal Disease-4 (MDRD-4), and CKD Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI). All of these equations are widely used in everyday clinical practice, and <60 mL/min per 1.73 m 2 is considered the cutoff value for impaired renal function in all of these equations. However, the Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes 2012 guidelines for the evaluation and management of CKD recommend the use of CKD-EPI, because this equation seems to be more precise and to have less bias in comparison with other equations. 4 Despite that recent evidence also suggests the use of the CKD-EPI equation 5, 6 ; it is still unknown which equation would be better to use in patients with ACS.
In the present study, we aimed to compare the ability and correlation of the eGFR, assessed by Cockcroft-Gault, MDRD-4, and CKD-EPI, and to evaluate the predictive performance of the 3 equations for major adverse cardiovascular events (MACEs), all-cause mortality, and major bleeding in a "realworld" cohort of patients with ACS.
Methods
The data, analytic methods, and study materials will not be made available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure because some materials are used for other unpublished projects.
Study Design and Patients
All patients discharged with definitive diagnosis of ACS in 3 tertiary hospitals were selected prospectively for this multicentric contemporary observational registry. Thus, from February 1, 2014 , to December 31, 2015, we included patients fulfilling the following criteria: aged ≥18 years and confirmed ACS (ST-segment-elevation myocardial infarction [STEMI] , non-STEMI [non-Q-wave myocardial infarction], or unstable angina). Only those patients who died during hospitalization or experienced an ACS during another extracardiac pathological condition (stroke, sepsis, surgery, or trauma) were excluded, without other specific exclusion criteria. More important, no patient was excluded because of his or her renal function or other comorbidity.
At baseline, clinical characteristics were recorded, and Global Registry of Acute Coronary Events and CRUSADE (can rapid risk stratification of unstable angina patients suppress adverse outcomes with early implementation of the ACC/AHA guidelines) scores were calculated. Anemia was defined as a hemoglobin level <12 g/dL in women and <13 g/dL in men.
Renal function was assessed using the Cockcroft-Gault equation, adjusted by body surface area, MDRD-4, and 2009 CKD-EPI-creatinine equations for eGFR. By either equation, renal impairment was defined as a glomerular filtration rate <60 mL/min per 1.73 m 2 . Baseline creatinine was used to calculate eGFR equations. The creatinine assay was well isotope dilution mass spectrometry traceable in the 3 participating hospitals. During 12 months of follow-up, we recorded all outcomes experienced. As primary end point, we defined MACEs (the composite of cardiovascular death, nonfatal myocardial infarction, and nonfatal ischemic stroke), whereas bleeding events (according to the Bleeding Academic Research Consortium classification) 7 and all-cause mortality (the composite of cardiovascular death and noncardiovascular death) were secondary end points. Follow-up was performed through personal interviews in routine visits, telephone contact with patients/families, and medical records. What Are the Clinical Implications?
• Renal function is commonly assessed by estimating glomerular filtration in patients with acute coronary syndrome.
• The present study has demonstrated that the CockcroftGault equation can be the most appropriate equation for these patients, helping physicians to choose the best clinical management.
Human Use of the Spanish Agency for Medicines and Health Products with resolution of Post-Authorization Study-Other Designs (reference JRN-NAG-2014-01). All patients provided signed informed consent to participate in the study. An external audit of the registry data was performed by an independent Clinical Research Organization that evaluated, in all participating hospitals, proper inclusion of patients, the analyzed data, and the possible existence of patients not included during the recruitment period.
Statistical Analysis
Categorical variables were expressed as frequencies with percentage. Continuous variables were assessed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and expressed as mean and SD or median and interquartile range, as appropriate.
Comparison of continuous variables was performed using the Student t test (Mann-Whitney U test if appropriate). Correlation between Cockcroft-Gault, MDRD-4, and CKD-EPI equations was tested by the Spearman's q.
Cox models (with hazard ratios and 2-sided 95% confidence intervals [CIs]) were used to determine the association between renal impairment and MACEs, as well as bleeding events and all-cause mortality. Survival analyses by KaplanMeier estimates were performed to assess differences in event-free survival distributions between subgroups of eGFR.
Receiver operating characteristic curves were applied to evaluate the predictive abilities for MACEs, major bleeding, and all-cause mortality of the Cockcroft-Gault, MDRD-4, and CKD-EPI equations. Comparisons of receiver operating characteristic curves were performed by the method of DeLong et al. 8 Discrimination and reclassification performance of the 3 equations was evaluated by calculating the integrated discrimination improvement and the net reclassification improvement, as described by Pencina et al. 9 We also estimated the clinical usefulness and the net benefit of the 3 equations using the decision curve analysis, according to the methods proposed by Vickers et al. 10, 11 P<0.05 was accepted as statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS, 
Results
We included 1699 patients (71.3% men) with median age of 67 (interquartile range, 56-77) years. At entry, the median eGFR by using the 3 equations was %81 mL/min per 1.73 m 2 and %25% of patients had renal impairment (eGFR <60 mL/ min per 1.73 m 2 ) ( Table 1) . A comparison of the eGFR equations according to ACS severity is shown in Table 2 .
Other baseline clinical characteristics are summarized in Table 1 , whereas distributions of patients according to eGFR categories assessed by the 3 equations are shown in Figure 1 . The median eGFR was significantly different within the 3 equations (P<0.001 for all comparisons), although a potent direct positive correlation was observed (q >0.8, P<0.001 within the 3 equations). Figure 2 ).
Clinical outcomes during follow-up

Prediction Performance and Clinical Usefulness
Receiver operating characteristic curves demonstrated that the 3 equations predicted MACEs, all-cause mortality, and major bleeding, as dichotomic (ie, <60 versus ≥60 mL/min per 1.73 m 2 ) and as categories (ie, ≥90, 60-89, 30-59, and <30 mL/min per 1.73 m 2 ), with C-indexes between 0.55 and 0.75 (Table 4) . Comparisons of receiver operating characteristic curves did not show significantly superior predictive ability of any equation for any of the events when analyzed as dichotomic ( Figure 3) . A sensitivity analysis was performed separately in patients with STEMI and non-STEMI. In patients with STEMI, there were no differences within the 3 equations. On contrary, in patients with non-STEMI, the results were similar to those of the overall population (ie, higher predictive ability of the Cockcroft-Gault equation compared with MDRD-4 equation for MACEs and allcause mortality). However, the C-index of the Cockcroft-Gault equation was not significantly higher compared with MDRD-4 and CKD-EPI equations for major bleeding, whereas it was significantly higher compared with CKD-EPI equation for mortality (Table 6 ). Integrated discrimination improvement analyses demonstrated a significant gain in sensitivity of Cockcroft-Gault equation over MDRD-4 equation for MACEs; and over CKD-EPI equation for MACEs, major bleeding, and all-cause mortality when renal impairment was analyzed as dichotomic. When we analyzed eGFR as categories, Cockcroft-Gault equation showed higher sensitivity than MDRD-4 equation for MACEs, major bleeding, and all-cause mortality, and higher sensitivity than CKD-EPI equation for major bleeding and allcause mortality (Table 3) . Net reclassification improvement did not reach significant results when the analyses were performed as dichotomic. However, when we analyzed as categories, we observed a significantly positive reclassification of Cockcroft-Gault over MDRD-4 equation for MACEs, major bleeding, and all-cause mortality, as well as significantly positive reclassification over CKD-EPI equation for major bleeding and all-cause mortality (Table 7) . Finally, we plotted decision curve analyses to investigate the clinical usefulness of each equation on the basis of a continuum of potential thresholds for adverse events (x axis) and the net benefit of using each equation (y axis) relative to assuming that no patient will have an adverse event. Thus, our decision curve analyses graphically demonstrated a higher net benefit and clinical usefulness of the CockcroftGault equation in comparison with MDRD-4 and CKD-EPI equations, using eGFR as both dichotomic or categories, because the Cockcroft-Gault line (blue line) is farthest away from the slanted dashed black line (ie, assume all events) and the horizontal black line (ie, assume no event) (Figure 4 ).
Discussion
In this study, we demonstrated that in patients with ACS, the Cockcroft-Gault equation for the estimation of GFR is superior in predicting MACEs, major bleeding, and all-cause mortality compared with MDRD-4 and CKD-EPI equations, and is clinically more useful.
Renal function plays an important role on prognosis and management of patients with ACS. Thus, renal impairment is associated with higher risk of all-cause (and cardiovascular) mortality and with worse clinical outcomes overall.
1,2,12 For this reason, it is critical to have a standardized method to assess renal function. In this sense, the GFR is the best overall index of renal function in both health and disease. 4, 13 Indeed, it has been shown that the risk of adverse events increases with decreasing categories of GFR. 14 The 2009 CKD-EPI creatinine equation is considered as the gold standard for the eGFR by the 2012 Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes guidelines. 4 However, there are still controversies about which equation would be better to use in patients with ACS. For example, the rate of patients with renal impairment in this study varies from 22.4% to 41.9%, depending on the equation used. In a study of adults without renal disease, the MDRD equation was more precise and accurate for predicting GFR compared with Cockcroft-Gault equation, 15 whereas in a study performed in the general population, the CKD-EPI equation estimated a lower prevalence of renal impairment compared with the MDRD equation. 16 This last result was confirmed in a meta-analysis comparing CKD-EPI with MDRD, in which the CKD-EPI equation classified fewer individuals as having CKD and more accurately categorized the risk for mortality and end-stage renal disease. 17 However, Carter et al showed scarce differences between the CKD-EPI and MDRD equations, and among the elderly patients, CKD-EPI equation increased CKD prevalence. 18 Another study focusing on the effect of age, the Cockcroft-Gault equation, estimated lower eGFRs, and Cockcroft-Gault and MDRD equations predicted mortality, but not CKD-EPI. For patients with coronary artery disease, the eGFR has been demonstrated to be a predictor of adverse cardiovascular outcomes, although it is not clear which equation shows the best predictive ability. For example, in the HOMAGE (Heart Omics in Ageing) study, the body surface area-adjusted Cockcroft-Gault formula was more accurate in predicting cardiovascular mortality in patients with different degrees of cardiovascular risk, but its discriminative improvement was low compared with MDRD-4 and CKD-EPI equations, with the latter offering the best balance between renal function estimation and cardiovascular mortality prediction. 20 A study comparing Cockcroft-Gault and MDRD equations proved that MDRD was significantly more accurate in predicting the severity of coronary artery disease and 2-year cardiovascular risk in patients with myocardial infarction. 21 On contrary, in 2 studies performed in patients without STEMI, cystatin Cbased CKD-EPI equations were superior to MDRD in predicting major bleeding, improving risk stratification for major bleeding and mortality, and adding complementary prognostic information to the Global Registry of Acute Coronary Events risk score. 5, 6 Moreover, the CKD-EPI equation has been proposed for predicting adverse outcomes and drug-dosing recommendations after a percutaneous coronary intervention, supporting the use of this equation in patients with coronary disease.
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Despite this evidence, many other investigations have shown higher ability of Cockcroft-Gault equation for eGFR and for predicting adverse outcomes. Thus, in a recent report from a large registry including patients with heart failure, the Cockcroft-Gault equation predicted mortality better than the CKD-EPI and MDRD equations. 23 A previous prospective cohort study of patients with STEMI followed up during a long time also demonstrated that the CockcroftGault formula was superior than MDRD and CKD-EPI equations at predicting mortality after acute myocardial infarction. 24 Similar results were found in a study including patients with ACS, in which Cockcroft-Gault equation better stratified patients according to their risk of 1-year mortality in comparison to the MDRD-4 or the CKD-EPI equations. 25 In a nationwide registry in Sweden, Cockcroft-Gault equation was better than the MDRD equation in predicting mortality after a myocardial infarction, and seems to be superior for predicting short-and long-term mortality. 26, 27 In addition, a study has suggested that the Cockcroft-Gault equation may improve risk prediction of in-hospital bleeding more than the MDRD-4 or the CKD-EPI equation in patients with ACS. 28 In the present study, the Cockcroft-Gault equation has shown superior predictive ability for adverse outcomes in comparison with MDRD-4 and the 2009 CKD-EPI-creatinine equations, therefore confirming the results of some previous studies. The Cockcroft-Gault formula includes the body weight, and in a prior study of our group, we proved the relationship between body weight and clinical outcomes. 29 This evidence could have influenced this apparent superior predictive ability of the Cockcroft-Gault equation over other equations. The clinical usefulness and net benefit of Cockcroft-Gault equation seem higher, which has important implications for everyday clinical practice. Patient selection was based on a confirmed ACS diagnosis at discharge, and therefore, patients who died during hospitalization were not included. However, all patients with confirmed ACS diagnosis at discharge were consecutively included in the registry, avoiding possible losses.
Because this was a voluntary registry, investigators only collected data at discharge, so the patient decision did not influence the clinical management or clinical decisions taken by responsible physicians. This voluntariness of the registry guarantees a high quality of the data that have been corroborated by an external and independent audit.
We also have to acknowledge that creatinine assay variability and creatinine calibration variability between the 3 laboratories could exist. However, the eGFR was centrally calculated using the same criteria and equations, thus avoiding the bias produced by a center effect. Also, we only have data of eGFR at baseline and we must recognize that it probably changed during follow-up. Nevertheless, this study was performed to help physicians to determine which equation should be used to estimate renal impairment in patients with ACS, in a way to predict prognosis in a short/ medium period. 
Conclusions
In patients with ACS, the Cockcroft-Gault equation showed superior predictive ability for MACEs, major bleeding, and allcause mortality compared with MDRD-4 equation, and superior predictive ability for major bleeding compared with CKD-EPI equation. The Cockcroft-Gault equation also presented higher net benefit and clinical usefulness for predicting all adverse events. 
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